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Notes on Ulrich Lehner, God Is Not Nice 

 

- we have been collectively delusional about God 

- God as sweet adorable guy we can’t adore 

- preaching of this nice gospel corresponds to collapse of Christianity in 

global north and west 

- disconcerting, disquieting, commanding, demanding 

- come to be our food 

- shook patriarchs + prophets 

- nice faith is not Nicene faith 

- theologian prays, knows God is changeless but wild and not tame 

 

Introduction: Image of God Isn’t True 

 

- “God is not nice” 

- as merchant at farmers’ market 

- or divine therapist or psychiatrist 

- “we don’t bother him much, doesn’t play a role in our lives, grace doesn’t 

transform us” 

- makes no demands 

- culture shapes common narrative about God 

- God as conventional + boring 

- moment of burning fire -> God’s love + insight that devours but not destroys 

- story after story emphasizes beautiful + strange mystery of God 

- call to adventures we do not plan or expect 

- “only the adventurer sees what nobody else sees – we lost this insight when 

we think about God in conventional ways” 

- (Rw – dangerous irony, we think of tradition as convention, we think anti-

traditional theology as adventurous) 

- God loves you too much to be nice 

 

Chapter 1: God of Creation 

 

- to study philosophy + theology in Munich 

- Erich Fromm, To Have or To Be? 
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- “having” + “being” as two modes of existence 

- being -> give up selfishness, as true selves not acting machines 

o God as supporter of our needs 

- Realism of creation 

o journey to meeting God begins with creation 

o we are part of cosmos, experience connectedness with it 

o humans have somewhat fair, unbiased relationship to the world 

o true knowledge is participation, through reflection (Aquinas) 

o 2
nd

, if we grasp some essence of a thing we can communicate 

o concepts as shadows of things 

o we must rid ourselves of filters that don’t allow us to access world 

with hierarchy, teleology 

o we can observe world as world 

o forces to be free 

o view world not as animals or angels do 

o original sin = inclination to disregard God’s order 

o Hengstenberg’s choice: either approach beings according to inherent 

order or surrender to egotistical exploitation 

o 1
st
 stance = natural piety toward entire world = Christian realism 

- Sentimentalism and its cure 

o running away from reality as if feelings + emotions were only real 

thing 

o feelings have a place, but need substance 

o sentimentalist theology preaches religious feeling paved the way for 

substanceless religion 

o ¾ teenagers know little of content of faith 

o religion = I choose beliefs + arrange according to my needs or liking 

o this leads to God as by therapist 

o egocentrism of this approach 

o children as born realists 

o imagination = ability to see innumerable possibilities 

o (curious discussion about children versus adults, we lose wonder, 

science as “settled”) 

o adult thinking = lost empathy 

 they filter reality 
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 world becomes a problem 

 Being no longer a mystery 

o order + rules in children’s names + fantasies 

 a natural hierarchy of valus + order 

 then they encounter everything is relative 

- Without realism, no convictions 

o lack of realism = lack of conviction 

o embrace realism? trust order of things, develop natural sympathetic 

approach 

o more the mind intentionally toward order of things 

 no true conviction without trust + acceptance 

 self-contradiction of relativism 

o belief in absolute truth does not mean persecution or fundamentalism 

o I will seek to understand truth better 

o we’re afraid of denying others’ truth claims 

 tolerance = accept other views we know are incorrect 

 relativists have stopped contemplating the world 

o we no longer communicate with even loved neighbors (Max Picard, 

Flight from God) 

o only with realism we have truth, only with truth we have imagination 

+ conviction 

- Humility Martyrdom Fortitude 

o realism teaches humility = closeness to earth 

o prepares us to accept asceticism 

o asceticism plows soil of the soul to be fertilized by grace 

o asceticism keeps us connected to reality 

o and not view God as vending machine 

o or eternal principle or moral guidelines 

o to accept wounds we must know what we fight for 

o convictions needed to be brave 

o does not mean loving risk 

o holding on to good in times of peril, hatred, is fortitude 

o 1
st
 condition for road to perfection (St Teresa) 

o by showing + standing by our convictions gently yet persistently... we 

become witness to one true God 
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o a tame + nice God doesn’t ask for fortitude 

o because he changes according to our whims 

o we must be clear what we believe + show our lives connected to 

mystery of the universe 

o convictions need to be nurtured + pruned 

 

Chapter 2: God of no use 

 

- “what is religion good for?” 

- nothing 

- we don’t use faith + religion like a tool or car 

- question = already formed an idea of what counts as good or useful 

- to answer the question concedes a function 

o latent function (unintended) 

o “We reason about the value of religion for society, drag its societal 

by-products to light, but do not see this approach ultimately kills the 

faith” (20) 

- Truth claims are not useful 

o biggest conflict = reasoning about truth claims 

o sociologists explain claims as functions 

o then religion, morality, religion = a fiction 

o Friedrich Nietzsche saw this most clearly 

 “relativizing the absolute, the absolute is eliminated” 

 don’t engage in the game at all (Nishitani) 

 why religion? – why do we exist? 

 the question blocks Jesus becoming a question to ourselves 

- Belief changes perspective 

o not useful but change of perspective 

o ... belief in Christ holds the world was created by an all loving God + 

that this God has loved + wanted them since before their existence 

o without God our life + achievements become meaningless 

o questions about usefulness of religion – don’t make sense 

o God is love 

 love intends, aims at higher value 

 we perceive such a higher value 
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 must be connected to the absolute 

 if not our live is merely subjective 

 (Rw – so? why is that a problem?) 

o only because lover belief on idea of the absolute value as a person... 

can perceive beloved as participating in this value 

 = “argument from gradation of things” 

o death also changes our view of things 

 religion as coping mechanism 

 exact opposite is true 

 false premises 

 (1) religion deals mainly with fear of death 

 (2) religion as coping mechanism therefore is not true 

o (1) how do we explain rise of not needing religion? 

 “I believe in science” 

 science as coping mechanism -> deal with truth we will case to 

exist 

 sports 

 religion creates problem of mortality 

 might help but why is world this way? 

 we recognize is necessary, everything is contingent 

 we ask as humans not scientists 

 “just is” doesn’t answer why? 

 religion brings up questions of pain + death 

 (Rw – hunh? so science as answer misses the point?) 

 religion... points beyond universe without giving a hands-on 

answer 

- Culture + Faith clash 

o so how can an outsider understand? 

o shouldn’t we try to articulate answers? 

o cannot truly understand religion without commitment 

o a person who wants to understand religion fully has to stand within a 

religion 

o avoid engaging the game at all costs 

- politicians describe religion as “cultural values” (this is a problem) 

o which are what? 
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o are religious + cultural values identical? 

o religious values are the heart of our value experience (Max Scheler) 

o values of the holy 

o independent of beauty, goodness, truth 

o the holy is a different value sphere 

o worse: religion needed as an additional value 

 so culture is what really counts 

 sprinkle religion on culture?!? 

 no! culture must open itself up to God 

o either religious values are highest or superfluous 

o ... invoke reason (not verses) we can save our belief from being 

abused 

o then society will take us seriously -> we offer a message that will 

transform the world 

o we must liberate religion from being stabilizing force for society 

(Scheler) 

o religious social organizations tend to make core of religion disappear 

o the Holy is at the heart of religion 

o truthful social justice > activism flowing from it 

- The Welcome Trap 

o taking religion seriously is not (!) marginalize others 

o we have stopped being missionaries 

o “all religions are equally good + equally wrong... value comes from 

contribution to society” 

o only relativists are good citizens 

o “enslaved religion” -> entangled in game of politics of usefulness 

o secular ideologies marginalize others 

 they want power, influence, revenue 

o secular ideology = an evangelizing cult 

o a belief in God is truth claim or not 

 a God we like, helpful, is not God but a function 

o dictatorship of relativism (Benedict XVI) 

o the silence of dead convictions will no longer cry out 

o why would one die for a God who fulfills a function in society 

o only people with convictions resist 
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o we risk our future by withholding this truth from our children 

 

Chapter 3: God of our imagination 

 

- “why should God let you into heaven?” 

- “I am a good person” (typical response) 

- no one deserves heaven 

- eternal bliss for a few good acts, finite life? 

- (finite good so infinite reward?!?) 

- only Christ’s grace makes us worthy 

- Temptation of ‘Good works’ 

o “I am a good person” rejected as Pelagianism 

o Augustine: then Christ died in vain 

 only if we “bet” on Christ + his grace 

o why are almost all Christians secretly Pelagian? 

o a development of modern thinking 

o (300 years) and individualism 

o gifts used to be special for commoners 

o Tower of Babel: hearts of humans, who built it 

o they don’t appreciate what they have as gifts of God 

o Christians faces same in Industrial Revolution 

 “city culture”, people work for themselves 

 throw out gratitude? also humility 

 changes our image of God 

 we can do it our way 

 trap: lords of our own lives 

- The disappearance of divine providence 

o people knew what divine providence is (until Enlightenment) 

o not just foreknowledge 

o how God directs + guides the world 

o God was active in the world 

 1758, Lisbon earthquake -> how??? God allowed this?!?!? 

 conclusion: we are on our own 

o true we can’t prove something directly caused by divine providence 
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- Puppet master God 

o any external guidance of our mind destroys human freedom (Kant) 

o immoral to trust in divine providence 

o this is a caricature of Christian faith 

o (Rw – this is an important point. In my experience those who beat up 

traditional Christian faith generally beat up distorted caricatures. A 

good example is the “literal interpretation” canard.) 

o grace doesn’t destroy nature but perfects it 

o grace liberates us to be really free 

o we cannot persevere without grace 

o runs counter to culture post-Enlightenment 

o Church = hospital for sick + sin junkies (Francis) 

o we don’t want gifts because we think we deserve 

- Fine print of grace 

o grace as self-communication of God 

o gifts as burden (obligation) 

 sociological explanations 

 no humans in heaven 

 unimportant what we do 

 we become somebody else by being transformed through Jesus 

Christ 

o by offering to move into our souls + hearts God promises to change + 

enable us to do works of merit 

o the grace of Christ makes works meritorious 

o Transformation in Christ, Dietrich von Hildebrand 

 we must first surrender to be transformed 

 can we not compromise? 

 we think a “good life” can earn a spot without giving up our old 

self 

- Moralism won’t save us 

o Pelagius was a Christian moralist 

o Augustine saw the consequences of this 

o how did we think heaven by good works 

 Enlightenment 

 no longer possible to be self-sufficient in industrial city 
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 we began to see heaven as exchange 

 God now glorified if he did things for Jesus 

 happiness is IN God not something else 

 Adam Smith = communion with God = pleasantness produced 

by him 

o (Rw – puts much blame on Adam Smith!) 

o Smith abolishes need for grace 

o in Scriptures the saints never deserve to be elected 

o only a real direct encounter with Christ can help us avoid Pelagian 

thinking 

o “if we have seen God’s human face in Jesus Christ, we do not have to 

be afraid” 

o (Rw – but this is precisely the tactic neo-Marcionists use. They set 

Jesus/NT against God/OT) 

o makes his suffering our own + enter the prodounf mystery 

o friendship with God is the greatest thing in life + beyond purchase 

 

Chapter 4: The God of Thunder 

 

- is God the one who interrupts + asks us to give our life to him? 

- A Canticle for Leibowitz (Rw – read several times, a classic of science-

fiction) 

- something similar to how we view God 

- God has become a bloodless idea that doesn’t warm or fulfill us 

- Real + not made up 

o why has our view of God changed? 

o we made him a concept 

o we need + use concepts to think + speak 

o we must have right concept of God 

o we need Jesus for right concept of God 

o (Rw – danger of opening to neo-Marcionism?) 

o we use reason to enlighten faith + make it intelligible 

o how we used to understand God has been destroyed 

o now think about moral choices 

o premises based not on reason but somebody’s fancy 
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o (Rw – I saw this regularly at UBC, how much liberal church members 

who reject traditional doctrine were motivated by their feelings) 

o instead of basing statements about God on good logical arguments, 

many published views today are opinion pieces 

o generated by emotions + experiences 

o questioning concepts about God is a rational enterprise 

o if challenged, they morally undercut the questioner 

o they respond with a value statement 

o many sincere thinkers have withdrawn from serious dialogue about 

God 

o (Rw – now that is interesting, people just give up and quit the arena) 

o anybody can say anything about concept of God without having to 

defend it 

 “You don’t share my values” 

 how did we get here? 

 After Virtue, Alasdair Macintyre (Rw – Rod Dreher cites 

Macintyre regularly) 

 emotivism 

 something is good or bad because our emotions tell us 

it’s good or bad 

 nobody can argue with feelings 

 ca judge actions only by pleasure 

 no ojective moral standards 

 because emotivist rejects rational criteria, he is always 

right 

 (Rw – wow... the emotivist as the Unteachable One) 

- Feelings can be deceiving 

o if feelings control, they are true core of our conscience 

o invincible ignorance 

 ... one becomes ignorant of most basic moral laws 

 no standard of morality 

 of course it’s bad to harm others, but why? 

 “whimsical Christians” 

 our concept of God made to fit our mood 
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- More than a rule book 

o this erosion began in the Enlightenment 

o good developments but also 

o God no longer object of lively faith 

 fulfills role + functions 

 such as making undercuted moral (Rw - ??? notes unclear) 

 God as stabilizer of society 

 well educated don’t need God 

 especially if Bible = moral rule book 

 faith identified with hypocrisy 

 we pretend it tells the truth 

o atheists = so Christian morality is redundant 

 Lehner sees value in this critique 

- Beware of humanist religion 

o how many church leaders teach ways of thinking from the 

Enlightenment? 

 not God as end in himself 

o prayer as self-affirmation + self-training 

o atheists see the point clearly 

o we replaced God with idol of our own making 

o societal hypocrisy attributed to Christianity 

 because we reigning, supported God as stabilizing 

 we gave our critics ammunition 

o Christians can’t justfy their moral standards? 

o reason and revelation tell us... 

o pointing to authority convinces no one 

o we must expose ourselves to church teachings 

o best defense = living the faith joyfully 

o (advise on how to handle debate, 49) 

o reducing Christianity to morality is dangerous 

o yes moral rules as means to an end 

o Auguste Comte, father of modern atheism 

 stage one, two, three = use silence 

 Comte: with science, people as narcissists 

 replace religions with belief in humanity 
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 love is principle, goal = progress 

 problem: no foundation for morality 

 we only serve what society deems good 

 emotivism on steroids: things aren’t good because people say 

they are good 

o common to all atheist formulations: values based on societal 

agreement + utility 

o those can change 

o spiderweb or moralism, Jesus as moral teacher 

 God = buddy, friend, not savior 

- Walmart church 

o smooth Christianity is nicer to look at 

o Pope Pius X (1903-1914) 

 role of religious experience 

o Pius Xi thought emotion might replace content of faith 

 “modernism” might infiltrate the church 

 since 1960s, emphasis on religious feeling 

 hides behind catchy phrases 

 traditional teachings questioned because they don’t fit 

experience + agenda of the theologians 

 when we are asked to define love + explain love + justice + 

mercy, the masks fall off 

 one doesn’t answer request for rational clarification but appeals 

to emotional opinion 

 we cannot communicate with emotivists 

 (Rw – harsh and blunt, but I’ve experienced this first hand) 

 God was never portrayed as liberal theologians claim 

 although yes some unbalanced emphases 

 hence Transformation in Christ, Hildebrand 

 Primacy of Love, August Adam 

 almost all Christian denominations replaced content with 

feeling 

o church wanted to engage the modern world 

 make people feel welcome, “Walmart” 

 idea of God also changed 
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 people went to Mass because made them feel good 

 we find a god no longer wild, don’t expect much, praising is a 

waste 

 we are content with unreal God, hearing his echoes in moral 

rules 

 church went along with Enlightenment thought 

 God has become the god of Walmart 

 many have been taught to value “experience of the faithful” 

 (Rw – it’s not clear the next notes belong to the end of this 

chapter – my notes are scattered across 3 pads and it was hard 

to keep them straight) 

 to heal and to save 

 broken creation 

 broken human beings 

 we participate in very life of God 

 heaven + earth become one 

 

Chapter 5: God of Thunder 

 

- Many people believe OT God + NT God different 

- The two work together to reveal God’s character 

- Jesus treated HB as very words of God 

- (Rw? Really? Even when he radically reinterprets them?) 

- Beyond the literal 

- 1600s scientific discoveries shed doubt 

- OT not a book of science 

- This was nothing new 

- Origen + church fathers explained there are ways of interpreting 

conflicts 

- OT = word of God therefore true 

- But interpreted in consistency with Christian truths 

- Task = which passages interpret literally and which not 

- Augustine = interpret allegorically when literal understanding 

conflicts with what church + reader believe about God 

- Flattening holy writ 
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- 1670 Baruch Spinoza 

- Can only read Bible as literature 

- Simply a book by imaginative humans 

- No need for church + synagogue 

- God not ultimate author 

- So Bible can be taken literally only 

- Shattered faith in OT as divinely inspired 

- Christians increasingly ashamed of OT 

- Welfare but no adventure 

- Now God as scientist + amiable 

- God = “embodiment mostly of the principle of social benevolence + 

physical welfare” (John Crow Ransom, 1931) 

- Change = Christianity as tool to form our conscience + aspire to more 

humanitarian 

- “Everything… is playhouse of this school of morality” 

- God as lawgiver + engineer 

- As heavenly social worker 

- Why did we tame God so? 

- Modern God of Christianity = predictable (?) 

- His ways + intentions are discoverable 

- This God wouldn’t interfere with creation 

- Deism 

- Easier to reconcile with NT than OT 

- Trashing Ten Commandments 

- 2 ideas from 1800s 

- (1) Friedrich Nietzsche 

- Religious enslaved the strongest 

- (2) renewed anti-semitic (Rw - !!!) 

- Jesus needed to overcome his Jewishness 

- Be Christian without OT 

- Rediscover the Mystery 

- Do you find God exciting? 

- We can rediscover the mystery we lost 

- The Holy by Rudolph Otto 

- German Lutherans lost “irrational” side of God 
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- “Irrational” = beyond human language 

- Faith too focused on accessible sides of God 

- The Holy was never good or moral 

- We approach with trembling + fear 

- With awe… utterly different from superficial feel-good 

response 

- Opens up new dimensions of HB 

- Biblical narratives attempt to convey experience of this awesome God 

who is beyond conceptual language 

- Harshest narratives begin to make sense + lose their harsh coarseness 

(Rw - oh???) 

- Anger of God 

- Ancient readers did not think this contradicted goodness + beauty of 

God 

- Not interested in compatibility questions 

- (Keith Putt said we can be consistent or comprehensive but not both - 

perhaps earlier interprets could live with messiness and apparent 

contradictory nature of biblical narratives? But post-Enlightenment 

people want strict consistency) 

- Center of story = wonder of God 

- Also energy of God 

- All these aspects of God contradict a mere philosophical 

concept of God 

- Biblical authors were aware of this 

- Yet they used such language to describe 

- Utter otherness 

- Makes us shiver 

- Yet qualities also attract + enchant 

- Only after reflecting on experience of trembling + fascination 

does divine begin to be see as good + valuable 

- (Rw - or… could some try this and end up thinking this God is 

just too difficult to accept?) 

- Trembling + enchanting 

- We must experience divine mystery as makes us tremble + enchants 

- Or else we cannot acknowledge gift of grace 
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- “Sin” loses meaning 

- “I have to experience the divine love to grasp how much disorder + 

evil sin brings” 

- The more a person loves God the more sees self as sinful 

- (1) theologians are first to blame for this 

- Silent about prayer + awe 

- We can try to describe the effects of this other God on us 

- And counter those who preach arbitrary God 

- “Incomprehensible God” of pietists + mystics 

- Redefinition of sin 

- Category of wrongdoing we tend to rationalize 

- Better = sin as breaking a friendship or covenant 

- The true therapist heals our souls 

- Much has been done lately to rediscover God of OT 

- Commentaries of Church Fathers 

- Use of the Psalms = prayer book of OT 

 

Chapter 6: God of Thunder 

 

- Like versus love 

- We should ask how to define love  

- This influences our understanding of God 

- Inflation of love 

- Careless use of “love” (Sigmund Freud) 

- Involves affection 

- Sensuous aspect 

- Also concept of choosing (hence Latin diligere) 

- Love = act of will + surrender to the other 

- In mind with will and has a personal quality 

- Nice versus love 

- Love = personal engagement with core of another 

- How can Jesus tells us to love one another??? 

- That is not nice 

- Goes beyond what we normally require 

- Exact opposite of societal expectations (Greco-Roman) 
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- Love for humanity doesn’t initiate virtuous behavior 

- Bible says love neighbors + enemies (more concrete + specific) 

- He liberated me because he wants me 

- Core of love = call somebody good (= it is good you exist) 

- When one loves one is happy in the moment 

- Psalm 18:20 

- Love also rejects death 

- God called creation good 

- Human love as imitating gazing love of God 

- Act of loving God 

- We like but do not love nice people 

- Pleasantness is weak + momentary 

- Nice God reduces God to acquaintance 

- We don’t make loving God our highest goal because we feel 

comfortable in our little worlds 

- People value what costs more 

- “Nice” preachers told us it’s easy to live Christian life + love God 

- How much do we talk about difficulties thereof 

- Whoever remains in this love… no longer a mere human 

- Aristotle: love = wish for another things we believe to be good for his 

sake not our own 

- Love as egotistical affection (what we get out of the other) 

- Too focused on wishing well? 

- Scheler + Hildebrand: yes Aristotle marginalized personal side of love 

- We love sight of the thou 

- “It is good that you exist” (Pieper) 

- God has a plan for this person 

- Turns our will into wishing God’s blessing 

- Only when two lovers unconditional yes to each other they constitute 

a unity that transcends earthly existence + participates in the divine 

life 

- Result is unintended joy 

- Love the sinner 

- Christian love demands we hate sin 

- Sounds impossible 
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- (Rw - some say that’s also unreasonable… b/c people identify with 

what we think is sin) 

- We reject evil not the person who commits it 

- Bible: love the one we are confronted with 

- Otherwise we condone bad behavior of others 

- (Rw - I had trouble following him in this section) 

- Love is not blind 

- Misunderstanding that love overlooks defects 

- Real love points them out so they can be transformed 

- Nice world: s/he is a victim of this or that 

- No place for guilt in nice God world 

- Guilt demands responsibility 

- We think loving is enough, reduces guilt 

- “Don’t feel guilty, just love!” 

- God takes sin seriously 

- Nietzsche: Jews invented guilt in order to survive 

- Freud: Jesus changed aggression into guilt complexes 

- Empty confessionals 

- Real love of real God forgives sin 

- David (2 Samuel 11-12) 

- God forgives but the son dies 

- Does not mean God punishes the innocent 

- Gerhard Lohfink: rather that sin corrupts something even 

when it is forgiven 

- Sin reverberates with shockwaves + effects on others 

- Real love ~ giant flashlight 

- God’s love so bright it permeates darkest corners of our 

souls 

 

Chapter 7. God of Intimacy 

 

- Not sex necessarily but “interior” 

- Being naked 

- Mystics spoke of sensual love of God, intimate 

- To be intimate = being naked 
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- Generally taboo 

- We need masks to protect ourselves in world that exploits 

- Sharing breath? Too close 

- Passion as liveliness 

- Eve from Adam’s rib -> intimately connected 

- God turns heart of stone to heart of flesh 

- Turn sinner into a saint 

- To work on heart one must open the chest 

- Heart as seat of emotions 

- God as having feelings 

- God’s love cuts to our inner core 

- “More intimate to me than myself” (Augustine) 

- Naked as not wearing masks 

- Covering up our guilt 

- Common way to deal with guilt 

- Of course God knows - will they speak their guilt? 

- God clothes them with leather from dead animals 

- “Demonstrates his desire to make clear he is core of our existence, 

without whom we are stardust lost in the cosmos” 

- Mystery of forgiveness 

- Could God not simply forgive them? 

- If he had done so would have destroyed something 

- Humans had freedom so evil came into world 

- They would not have learned, actions have consequences 

- They broke his friendship, abused his trust 

- And god can be manipulated 

- God punished them, they never grumbled (!) 

- Parenting: foundation is consistency 

- God loves us and cannot be nice grandpa 

- But instead a burning bush on fire 

- Without masks 

- Sexual intercourse as analogy of God’s love 

- Partners give themselves totally to each other 

- Song of Songs 

- God is loving, gentle, passionate 
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- Sexuality image for beauty that is God 

- Highest beauty by “vision” (Rw - as in חזה?) 

- Enjoy + contemplate without distraction 

- Vulnerable intimacy 

- Leave clothes behind + are naked 

- Proper living = communicate oneself to others (Franz Werfel) 

- God took on human flesh as act of perfect love 

- Made himself vulnerable 

- Why did he suffer? 

- Could pardon maybe but not forgive 

- He had to suffer because 

- Had to be personally affected by effect of sin 

- Forgiveness (not mere pardon) presupposed being harmed 

- Love is Procreative 

- Intercourse is open to receiving children 

- Love creates new life 

- Dorothy Sayers, The Mind of the Maker 

- God shares his being and so something (Rw - hard to follow) 

- True love has to do with art + creation 

- Must give up seeing world as problems to be solved (???) 

- By creating we participate in divine action 

- Theology of the Body, John Paul II 

- Love can never be just nice 

- Because love is intimate 

- Conjugal love that brings new life, human existence is cooperating 

with God’s intentions 

 

Chapter 8. The God of Consolation 

 

- The morning news as proof of original sin 

- We have lost paradise = intimate friendship with infinite God 

- Gaping hole in our souls 

- Our souls have been wounded 

- We suffer from loss of friendship with God 

- We are never content 
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- What we long for is mystery of God 

- Weak concept or nice God? Lead to failure 

- We know in back of mind the tame boring god cannot fulfill our 

infinite desires 

- So we dare not expose ourselves 

- We desire short term pleasant experience 

- Many turned God into a finite idol 

- Only the Mystery can console us (Karl Pfleger) 

- Why did Francois Mauriac paint world in such dark color? Because he 

hated the world? 

- No, but to portray life as it is 

- World as dark + cruel with hints of joy + brightness 

- Only when we take world with its suffering seriously 

- Do we realize God alone can save it 

- Then we realize how utterly different God is 

- Division is a drug 

- We don’t see such suffering because we’ve been brainwashed by 

advertisements 

- Marketers create “needs”, diversion 

- In a busy life no space for asking big questions 

- Nor for expressing longing for mystery 

- Diversion as universal drug 

- Members of clubs, not Body of Christ 

- Keep the pain away 

- Awareness of groups in need, as abstract reality 

- We give + have done our duty 

- Evils as abstract realities we can delegate to others 

- … the God we pray to always been one who alleviates suffering… 

assures us things will be set right 

- Santa-deity would not permit pain + interrupt 

- Pain = God’s megaphone (CS Lewis) 

- God permits evil + uses it for his ends 

- Argument = God could have prevented evil 

- Earthly suffering has an end (finitude) 

- Deaths robs and frees us 
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- Individuals suffer, God limits suffering through individual 

death 

- Suffering of damned in hell 

- (self-inflicted, The Great Divorce) (Rw - very similar to 

Orthodox view) 

- God who sets things right 

- Moral argument for existence of God (Kant) 

- Virtuous life would make no sense 

- Why should people be moral 

- Bertrand Russell’s dilemma 

- “Positive atheist delivers his own soul to demiurge” (Jacques 

Maritain) 

- Atheists aren’t immoral, merely inconsistent 

- Why did Jesus have to suffer? 

- Heroic belief in humanity built on insight of despair 

- Same is true for kind deist god… 

- Limited god is powerless in face of evil 

- He can persuade people to love but not eliminate suffering or set 

things right 

- God who sets things right -> suffering of Jesus 

- 11th century Anselm, explanation of cross 

- Problem: death itself satisfies but what of extensive suffering of 

Jesus? 

- “Forgive… as we forgive” (Fr Harald Schoendorf) 

- Sin as act against God -> death + destruction for sinner + 

those affected 

- (venial sin damage friendship with God) 

- Since Plato: punishment restores this justice but never complete 

- Real justice: eliminate bad effects of evil deed 

- Reconciliation through repentance, forgiveness 

- God’s mercy + forgiveness = higher justice 

- Presuppositions? Suffering of Christ 

- God must be affected by our sins in order to enter 

reconciliation + forgiveness 

- God becomes object of sin in personal way 
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- Choice is ours 

- Either side with Russell or traditional Christian answer 

- There is a God who cares, shares our suffering 

- A weak God cannot act on our behalf nor ensure eternal life 

- Takes act of faith to surrender ourselves to him 

 

Chapter 9: God of incarnation 

 

- scandal: God entered our world 

- not simply lived + died like us 

- Incarnation + resurrection = thorn in desire to control our private space 

- Don’t focus on feelings 

- nice people give us pleasure, contentment 

- we don’t seek them during times of pain 

- they don’t share our feelings, are compassionate, or listen sincerely 

- not sit with us (? Jesus?) in the ruins or share our despair 

- because nice person as personal masks 

- “niceness is a sentimentalist virtue, artificial feeling of happiness” 

 

/d+1 

 

- No God for Marginal things 

- Wellness-god 

- Eliminate communication with him about truly important things 

- Unconsciously we no longer trust God with big  

- Goes back to 1700s 

- Theologians try to bring theology into dialogue with 

modern science + thought 

- Eternal natural laws 

- Below him to deal with marginal things 

- Based on majesty of English + French kings 

- Biblical god? -> superhuman absolutist 

- Concept of “general will” 

- “Special will” aimed only at big events in world 

history 
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- Rendered unimportant, times of pain + suffering 

- So people turned to psychotherapy, health-ism 

- Painless existence became highest good 

- No generation so afraid of pain + death as this! 

- The Listener, Taylor Caldwell 

- Need to be heard as a human soul 

- We choose nice life over religious life that offers to heal 

the whole person + overcome death + transform earthly 

to everlasting bliss 

- Quality of life includes choice 

- Nobody is completely healthy 

- Health = absence of defects that impede us 

- We must choose to be healthy 

- New dogma: live as long as possible 

- Nice religion of health cannot face ultimate reality 

- Christians ignore talk about God who heals (!!!) 

- Doctor must know what hurts 

- Now God as receiver of moral checklists 

- Wipe slate clean, but don’t expect healing 

- (Rw - this section difficult to follow) 

- Mental teddy bear God 

- Nice new religion has no humor 

- All major monotheistic religions 

- Health is a good 

- Highest good = union with God in heaven 

- Mental teddy bear (of modern childish adults) (Odo 

Marquand) 

- When God became an atheist 

- Did not spare his Son for pain of human existence 

- Only the divine person united with human body of Jesus 

suffered 

- Suffering not only in the crucifixion 

- Ultimate moment of suffering = my God my God why…? 

- For a moment God seemed an atheist (? hard to follow) 

- God who answers our prayers 
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- Does God act on behalf of prayers 

- A nice God would respond to my prayers right? 

- Danger of supernarcissism (Rw - oh?) 

- “Daily bread” as eucharist (not earthly goods) 

- Give us our supersubstantial bread 

- Is our faith worth dying for? 

- Is this faith worth shaping my entire life? 

- If not get a hobby and stop going to church 

- No commitment? Religion as worthless, ugly waste 

- Martyrs 

- Normally high cost makes something less attractive 

- (1) demand sacrifice? Eliminates free riders 

- (2) increases participation because increased payoff 

- God is not nice when it requires putting God first 

- Nice god not worth our attention 

- Would not be interested in our pain 

- “In the moment of heart breaking suffering, the idol with be 

shattered” 

- God of rebirth 

- Church (world?) has largely forgotten what sin means 

- (1) we cannot see sin in a baby or adult 

- (2) we misunderstand original sin 

- Original Sin what it is and isn’t 

- Punishment of first humans as unfair 

- Augustine 

- Primarily about relationship of humans to God 

- We are born into a broken world 

- “Chasm of this (worldly) condition with image of 

perfection + happiness in our souls” 

- Story of Fall not about garden or eating from tree 

- Explains with a myth what is theological core  

- Humans acted against God 

- Lifting of original sin (baptism) doesn’t erase effects 

- Original sin = true mystery that cannot be proven 

- True freedom 
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- Why forbid one tree? 

- Following moral law doesn’t entice a free decision 

- He challenged their freedom 

- Acting according to God’s will = act of perfect freedom 

- Free to say yes 

- Protected from egocentrism 

- Not about guilt but truth about human society 

- We are collected in web of guilt, sin, destruction 

- Repentance is not a “hangover” 

- God punishes wrongdoing, offers salvation + forgiveness to 

those who repent, are reborn 

- Repentance not fear of possible punishment 

- Rather self-healing of the soul, regain lost powers (of…?) 

- People have false ideas about structure of spiritual life (Max 

Scheler) 

- Remember the past to redeem it, free the present 

- Remembering = deliberately repossess something of the past in 

us + relive it 

- Redemption from guilt 

- Hardest part of repentance = self-surrender to divine law 

- Disown powers of guilt 

- Life doesn’t have to follow necessary paths of nature 

- Wrong we have done, good we haven’t done (Ignatius of 

Loyola) 

- This God despises cheap excuses we make 

- “Jealous” god desire to transform us fully 

- Contrition = reject sins + allegiance to them 

- Desires to reestablish community with God 

- Renounce future sins 

- this God expects us to become holy 

- hence being born from above 

- saints as sinners who learned to love + surrender 

- Adventurous God 

- nice as opposite of eventful, adventurous 

- If God isn’t nice 
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- if God is weak? no creation of universe 

- if universe is eternal, God worthy of prayer? 

- “process theologians” 

- God part of world process, only more powerful 

than us 

- part of something beyond him 

- no control over space + time 

- weak god cannot offer help or salvation 

- (Rw – I experienced this at the increasingly liberal 

church I served for 18 years, how much words like 

“save” and “salvation” vanished from sermons, articles, 

Bible + book studies – all we ever heard was love, love, 

love, and in love there was no salvation. On rare 

occasions I heard the word, used cynically to make it 

sound like the person thought it had any content) 

- Re-enchanting the world 

- GK Chesterton 

- God of Jesus Christ takes us out on a lake awaiting storm 

- better living by philosophical principles 

- (such as Immanuel Kant’s) 

- adventure is found in lives, in homes 

- re-enchant the world 

- rediscover awe inspiring joy of encountering things 

- God of surprises 

- God as force that surprises + enchants 

- encounters with God are not dull 

- Adam as 1
st
 human, given power to name, guardian of world 

- they rationalize choosing evil 

- God wants adventure of free will 

- true freedom in fulfillment 

- fill our heart with infinite 

- Christian worldview (Cicero to Aquinas): 

- freedom = freedom to do good 

- God is omniscient yet chooses to be surprised 

- Adventures of Noah, Abraham, Moses 
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- puts survival of humankind + animals in hands of Noah 

- God good at surprises, but doesn’t change his eternal will 

- Abraham’s vocation 

- Moses’ story a challenge of trust 

- adventure of Exodus + wilderness journey 

- Greatest Adventure of All 

- eternal God decided to become human in Jesus Christ 

- this incarnation story was different 

- submits completely to conditions of human life 

- where was Jesus for 20 years? 

- between temple + public ministry 

- limitless divine being limits itself to creaturely life 

- 2
nd

 person felt pain of Jesus in human nature 

- this was an adventure for God 

- Jesus’ “hidden years” 

- Frodo is virtuous 

- learned good habits, to do good 

- was able to persevere 

- If It’s Good Enough for Jesus 

- learned firsthand to live according to God’s will 


